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STOCHASTIC ORDERlNG FOR FIRST PASSAGE
TIMES OF DIFFUSION PROCESSES THROUGH
BOUNDARlES
L. SACERDOTE AND C. E. SMITH
ABSTRACT. Use of comparison theorems for solutions of stochastic differential equations is made to prove sufficient conditions
for almost sure or stochastic ordering of first passage times of
one-dimensional diffusion processes through an assigned boundary. Conditions on boundary and parameters that make orded the
first passage time distributions of two different diffusion processes
are determined. Some examples are discussed in detail in order to
show the use of ordering notion in the comparison of the features of
different models used in various branches of science ranging from
biology to finance or physics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the first passage time through boundaries for onedimensional diffusion processes is of importance in a variety of problems
varying from biology to finance, statistics and queuing theory (d. in
example, [2],[3],[21],[25],[27]). Since analytical results are seldom obtained numerical or simulation approaches are largely employed in these
contexts to determine features of the considered models (cf. [8],[9] and
references quoted therein). Alternatively, suitable techniques for obtaining asymptotic behaviors of first passage times (FPT) distributions
are available (d. [17]) and in various instances at least first moments
of FPT are known in analytical form (d. [22],[20]). Unfortunately, the
extremely complex expression of these quantities makes their use hard,
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when one wishes to compare features of different stochastic models used
in the literature to describe a specific phenomena (d. [13]) in order to
decide which one is more realistic. However in many instances it would
be hopeful to understand the dependence of the model features from
the single parameters involved in the description through the stochastic differential equation (SDE) or to determine which SDE gives rise to
morc realistic features.
In this paper we propose a new approach to these problems. In
order to compare features of different diffusion models we investigate on
order relationships between their FPTs, proving, in Section 3, suitable
sufficient conditions for these orderings.
vVhile compari~on of random variables via stochastic ordering are
largely discussed in the literature (cf.[24) and references cited therein),
particularly with reference of reliability problems, their use for FPTs
compari~onseems limited to state discrete instances (cf. [5),[23],[1],[16],[15],[14])
to very specific models (cf. [4]).
The main purpose of this paper is to compare FPTs cOlTesponcling
to two time-homogeneous diffusion processes Xl (t), X 2 (t) originated in
X 1 (0) = X 2 (0) = Xo, crossing a boundary S > Xo, and characterized
by drift and diffusion coefficient J.li(X) and a;(x) , i = 1,2 whose SDE
can be written as usual:

(1.1)
where Wet) indicates a standard Wiener process.
In order to determine conditions to order FPTs we make use of wellknown comparison theorems between sample paths of the considered
processes. Since Skorohod comparison theorem (cf. [26]) various improvements to this theorem have been proposed in the literature (cf.
[11], [6], [19], [18], [29], [10], [28]) mainly directed to relax some of the
hypotheses introduced in the former version. Here we limit ourself to
report in Section 2 the version due to Yamada (d. [28]) that will be
used in Section 3 to prove theorems about FPTs. We explicitly note
how comparison theorems for SDE have been mainly used in the literature to prove existence and unicity theorems for solutions of SDE while
applications seems to focus on optimal control problems (cf. i.e.[10),
[11] and references quoted therein). Their use in comparison features of
different stochastic models seems to be an useful alternative approach
not yet sufficiently investigated.
Further, in Section 2 we briefly introduce the necessary mathematical
background on stochastic ordering limiting ourselves to results and
notations in use in this paper while we refer to Shaked (cf. [24]) for a
complete description.
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Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of our main results, i.e.
sufficient conditions that guarantee suitable ordering between FPTs
corresponding to diffusion processes. A corollary of this theorems enable us to pinpoint how different diffusion processes can give rise to
FPTs characterized by identical distribution for particular choices of
parameters values. This result seems of interest when the choice between models is not motivated theoretically and estimations are made
by means of FPTs measures.
Finally in Section 4 we discuss some examples of interest for applications, making use of the theorems of Section 3. In particular we show
how use of our method can help to understand the role of single model
parameters when the complexity of the model could blind such properties. Furthermore we pinpoint how the existence of order relationships
between two FPTs arising from two different diffusion processes can
help to establish which one determine more realistic features in specific
instances.
2. MATHE:MATICAL BACKGROUND

Throughout this paper (O, A, P) will be the background probability
space and we assume that it is large enough to hold the processes
we will discuss. We consider two diffusion processes defined byeq.1.1
on the diffusion intervals (ai, (3i)' i = 1, 2 not necessarily coinciding.
We chose Xo and S belonging to the intersection of the two diffusion
intervals and we indicate with
(2.1a)

TXi{S \xo) = inf {t > 0 : Xi{t) ~ S; Xi{t O) = xo}

the first passage time random variable of Xi{t) through S.
For the considered processes, if pathwise uniquess of solutions holds,
Yamada (cf. [28]) proved the following version of Skorohod theorem to
which we will refer as Skorohod-Yamada:
Theorem 1. Let 0"1 (x) = 0"2{X) and J.L1 (x) ~ J.L2{x) then, for every
t E (O,oo) , one has

(2.1b)

X 1 {t) < X 2 {t).

with probability one.

Remark 1. Yamada considered non-homogeneous diffusion processes
but we will limit ourselves to homogeneous ones to avoid heavier notations. However our results can be extended to non-homogeneous processes when uniqueness of solution is guaranteed.
As further comment we note that this theorem deals with almost
sure ordering notion between two stochastic processes driven by the
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same ¥liener process. However if we consider the two SDE as driven
by two independent \Viener processes the theorem assert the existence
of stochastic order between the two process. Indeed recall that (d.

(241):
Definition 1. Two random variables Y and Z such that

(2.3)

P(Y > u) ~ P(Z > u),Vu. E

m

are ordered in the (usual) stochastic order and we indicate that Y is
smaller of Z in this order uniting

(2.4)

Y

~st

Z.

Than it can be proven (cf. (241) that almost sure order implies stochastic order but viceversa is not true.

3.

MAIN RESULTS

Our goal here is to determine suitable conditions on the coefficients
characterizing 1.1 to prove almost sure or stochastic ordering for their
FPTs through assigned boundaries. To pursue this objective we need
to state some auxiliary results.
Lemma 1. Consider the FPTs of any diffusion process X, originating
at Xo, through the boundaries S' and S , with S' > S. It holds 'I.lJith
probability one:

(3.1)
Proof. Due to continuity property of diffusion processes, one has

(3.2)

Tx(S' \xo) = Tx(Slxo)

+ Tx(S' IS),

and the thesis follows after remarking that Tx(S' IS) 2::

o.•

Lemma 2. Consider the FPTs through S of the diffusion processes
Y1 , Y2 characterized by equals drift and diffusion coefficient but originated with probability one in two points Yl < Y2 respectively. One has:

(3.3)
Proof. Due to the strong Markov property of the considered processes
one has:

(3.4)
I

TY1 (Slyd = TY1 (Y2IYl) +TY1 (S \Y2) =st
TY1 (Y2lyd + Ty2 (S \Y2) ~st Ty2 (S \Y2)
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Lemma 3. Let Tx(Slxo) and Tx.(Slxo) be the FPTs of two processes obeying to the sameSDE with the same initial condition through
the same boundary S. Suppose the process X defined on (a, (3) while
X* is constrained by a reflecting boundary in a E (a, xo). It holds:

Tx(Slxo) ~ Tx.(S\xo)

(3.5)
with probabU'ity one.

p.roof. vVe partition the sample paths of X* in two groups. To the
first one belongs sample paths that do not touch a before crossing
S and coincide with paths of X, while to the second group belongs
paths reflected in a. Clearly these paths cross S at times less or equal
to times at which cross S the paths of X that have pursued their
excursion under a and 3.5 follows. I
Let us introduce now for each process Xi a space transformation
(3.6)

Y = 9i(X)

=.f ~,

i = 1,2

that changes the process Xi into a process Yi having unit infinitesimal
variance and with drift (cr. [12])

1 (1-4 du~ +

/-Ly;(Y) = ~

(3.7)

u~ X

dx

bi(x)

)

.
x=gi-1(Y)

We can now prove the following
Lemma 4. Cons'ider the process 1'2, let 9i(X), i = 1,2 be defined from
3.6 and suppose:

ui(x) ~ u~ (x)

(3.8)
for x
(3.9)

E

(max(a}, (2), S)) and
/LY2(Y)

~

/-LY2(Y - (gl(S) - 91(XO)),

Y E [g2(a2),g2(S) - (92(XO) - 91 (xo))]
then it holds:
(3.10)

T y2 (g2(S) Ig2(XO)) ~ T Y2 (91 (S) \91(XO))

with probability one.
Proof. Consider the points 91(S),91(XO)' 92 (S) , 92 (Xo) , due to (3.8) and
(3.6) they can be ordered in two different ways depending upon
(3.11)

a. (g2(xo),92(S)) n (91 (xo), 91 (S)) = (92(XO),91(S))
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or
(3.12)

b. (92(XO),92(S))

n (9l(XO),9l(S)) = 0.

"Ve discuss explicitly the case a. since case b. can be studied in a
similar way. Consider first the process Y2*' :

Y2* = Y2 - (.92(XO) - 91 (Xo)) ,

(3.13)

defined on [92(0:2) - (92(XO) - 9l(XO)),92(S) - (92(XO) - 91 (xo))] ,and then
the process Y2** obtained from Y;* introducing a reflecting boundary in
92(0:2); their drifts, for y belonging to the respective intervals, are:
(3.14)

IlY;(Y) = IlY:;'(Y) = IlY')Y - (92(XO) - 9l(XO))

Due to (3.9), it holds:
/lY2(y) 2:: /ly;'(Y).

(3.15)

for y E [92(02),92(S) - (92(XO) - 91 (xo))]. Making use of SkorohodYamada comparison theorem we have with probability 1:
(3.16)

y;2

> Y.:**
2

-

and hence, with probability one it holds:
(3.17)

T Y ;-(91(S) \9l(XO)) 2:: TY2 (9l(S) 191(XO)),

Since, due to Lemma 3, the presence of a reflecting boundary has the
effect to decrease the FPT we can translate the boundary in 92(02) to
92(02) - (92(XO) - 9l(XO)) extending the validity of (3.17) to the FPT
of the process Y;* for which we have, with probability 1:
-

(3.18) TY2'(9l(S) IOl(xo)) 2:: Tyi,,(gl(S) 19l(xo)) 2:: TY2 (91 (S) 191(XO))'
Let us now remark that due to (3.8) and (3.6) we have 91(8) ::; 92(8)(92(XO) - 91 (XO)) , hence, due to Lemma 1:

(3.19)

=

TY"2' (92(8) - (g2(XO) - 91 (XO)) 191 (XO))
T y2 (92(8) !92(XO)) 2:: Ty:; (91 (8) \91 (xo))

and the theses follows from (3.19) and (3.18). I
Remark 2. If J.l}'2(Y) is differentiable and if

(3.20)

d/l~~(Y)

::; 0,

Y E [g2(0'2), 92(8) - (91(8) - 91 (xo))) .

than hypothesis (3.9) is verified.

We can now prove the following
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equal'ities:
(3.21)

= 92(a2)
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and if the drifts (3.1) verify the in-

fLYt (y).~ Pyz(Y)

Vy E [91(al),92(S)]

dPY,JY) < 0
dy
-

'\Iy E [91 (a1), 92(S)]

and the infinitesimal variances are such that
(3.22)

ai(x) ~ a~(2:)

the'nforanyxo E (max(0:1,0:2),S)) ,S E (max(0:}'0:2),min(;31'/~2)) ,:z.:o <
S one has

(3.23)
Proof. Making use of the comparison theorem of Skorohod-Yamada and
of the first of our hypothesis about drifts we have with probability 1

(3.24)

Yi

~

Y2,

hence for Vt ~ 0 and Va,b E [91(0:1),91(;31)] ,a
probability one:
(3.25)

< b we have, with

Tyt(bla) ~ T}'2(bla).

Let us choose a = 91 (xo), b = 91 (S). Observe now that (3.6) is a space
transformation, not involving the time and is monotone non-decreasing.
Hence from (3.25) follows:

TXt (5' Ixo) = TYt (91(S) \91 (xo) ) ~ T Yz (91(S) 191(XO))
Hence, making use of Lemma 2 we obtain:

(3.26)

(3.27) TXt (5' Ixo) < T yz (91 (S) 191 (xo)) ~ TY2 (92(S) 192(XO))
= TX2 (Slxo)
I

Corollary 1. If 91(a1) = 92(a2) and if the drifts (3.1) verify the equality:
j.LYt(Y) = PY2(Y)

Vy E [g1(a1),92(S)]

and the infinitesimal variances are such that (3.22) holds then for any
Yo E [91(a1),92(S)],~ E [91 (0:1),92(S)] ,Yo < L; one has

(3.28)

TXt(911(~) \91 1 (yo))

= T X2 (92"1(L;) \92"1 (Yo))

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the equality of FPTs of the
transformed processes I
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Note that here the only property of transformations 3.6 used in the
proof of the theorem is its monotonicity due to hypothesis 3.22. Hence
\ve can generalize this theorem to more general transformations:
Theorem 3. Let 11 (x) and I2 (x) be two monotone nondecreasing t'ransformations changing the processes Xl and X 2 into two processes Y{ and
Y~ 7'espectively, chamcterized by equal 'infinites'imal variance, and such
that
11 (xo) < ~/2(xO)
11 (S) < 12(S)
11 (S) - 11 (xo) < 12(S) -12(xO)

(3.29)

If II (0.1) = 12(0.2) and if the drifts (3.7) verify the inequalities:
(3.30)

ILy;(y) ~ fLY2(y)

dfL;~Y) ~ 0

Vy E h1(0.1),12(5')]
Vy E hI (a1), 12(5')]

then for any Xo E (max(o.ll 0.2), 5')) ,S E (max(o.l' 0.2), min(,61' ,62)) ,xo <
S one has

(3.31)

Proof. Making use of the considered transformations the drifts and
infinitesimal variances of the processes Xi are transformed into (d.
[12])

(3.32)
and

o-i(y)

(3.33)
for the processes
(3.34)

Y!, i
2 (

= o-~(y)

= 1,2. Here

o-y: y)

2 ( ) [d~f i ( X ) ] 2
= o-Xi
X
dx

-1

X="Yi (Y)

One proceed then with the technique used to prove Theorem 2. Note
that in Lemma 4 the hypothesis 91(X) ~ g2(X) has not been entirely
used. Indeed in the proof of that Lemma we could simply assume
hypothesis 3.29 . I
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Corollary 2. Consider the transformations li(X), i = 1,2 defined in
the Theorem. If 11 (0'1) = 12(0'2) and if the drifts (3.7) verif1J the
equaNty:

(3.35)

J-I'Y{(Y) = J1y~(Y)

\/y E [ll(al),12(S)]

thenforanyxo E (max(al,a2),S)),S E (max(al,a2),min(.6 1,J32))'XO <
5 one has with probability one: 1

(3.36)

Tx1 bl 1 (S)

hl 1 (xo)) =

T x2 b;-I(S) h;-I(:/;O))

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the equality of FPTs of the
transformed processes. I

Remark 3. If 92(0:2) < 91 (0'1) one can introd1Lce a reflecting bO'1.mdary
to constm:in the processes X 2 on a suitable inteTval in order that for the
new transformed process Y2*' 92(0'2) = 91(ad. We can then apply the
theorem to this new process extendin9 finall1J the result to the original
proce.'iS by noting that, as proved in Lemma 3 the introduction of a reflecting boundar!! can only increase the FPT. The case 92(0'2) > 91(0'1)
can be st'lLdied in a similar way introducing a reflecting boundary to
constrain the processes XI on a s'ltitable interval in order to obtain
92(0'2) = 91 (0:1)' However in this case the reflecting boundary cannot
be removed to obtain an, ordeT relationship f01' the original processes
since in this case the inequality does not hold if we increase the FPT.
An ana.logous procedure can be ca'rried out when tmnsformations Ii are
used.
Remark 4. vVhen it results possible to determine a choic.e for the
boundary, the 'initial point and the pTOcesses parameters such that stochastic ordering holds between FPTs and the two FPTs means are
eq'lwls than (cf. [24]) for this choice of values the two random variable
are equals. Note that, if g2(a2) = gl(al) the onl1J instance for which
this happens correllponds to Corollaries 1 and 2 but if 92(0'2) < 91 (0'1)
it can be verified in other instances.
Remark 5. If in equations (1.1) we introd'uc.e independent Wiener
processes in correspondence to each Xi(t), it is easy to verify that Lemmas 1 and 3 and Theorems 2 and 3 keep theiT validity if we substitute
the usual stochastic order to the order with probability one in their thesis..
Remark 6. Conditions of Theorems 2 and 3 are sufficient conditions.
FPTs can be ordered under less restrictive conditions than those of the
Theorems. Indeed, since the order FPTs is connected to the ordering
of the processes sample paths in any strip [8 - £,81 with £ arbitrary,
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necessary conditions should deal with sample paths order on this strip.
Ifowever comparison theorems for processes sample paths hold on the
entire diffusion interval and it seems haru determine general conditions
for sample path comparisons on strips.

4.

EXAMPLES

Here we make use of FPTs ordering to pursue different objectives.
First "'Ie show how use of theorems 2-3 can help to investigate the
dependence of FPTs distributions from the process parameters. In a
second example we consider different diffusion processes that could be
used to model the same behavior and we compare the different features
determining an order between respective FPTs.
Example 1. Let us consider a Feller process, Le. a diffusion process
on (0,00) characterized by linear drift and linear diffusion coefficient

(4.1)

p.(x)

(T'2(:1:)

=
=

px

+q

2rx.

Different boundary condition can be considered in 0 (cf. [12]) we consieler here a reflecting boundary in O. Vole explicitly underline that FPTs
distribution through S > 0 is not analytically known while numerical
computations can be found for example in [13]. The expression of FPTs
mean and variance have been determined (cf. [7]) but their expressions
are very complex and it is hard to disclose the dependences from the
parameters. In order to determine the dependence of FPT distribution
from the parameters P, q, r we compare the FPTs of two Feller processes of parameters Pi, qi, 1'i, i = 1,2 originated in Xo ~ 0 through a
bOlUldary S > xo.
Consider the processes Yi obtained from the processes Xi via transformations:
flex) = X

(4.2)

f'l(X) =

;;x.

Their infinitesimal moments are:

(4.3)

P.YI (Y) = PlY + ql
(T~I (y) = 2rlY
P."Yi(Y) = P2Y + q2;; (T~i(Y) = 2r1Y·

Hence, hypothesis of Theorem 2 are verified in the instances considered in Table I.
\Ix
1'1 ~ 1'2 PI ~ P2;P2 < 0 9l>!1l
TI T?
9l<!1l
PI ~ P2;P2 < 0 T - T2 x ~ q2 - ql~
Tx• $ Tx, {
x < tT2ql q2 T ll
PI ~P2;P2 < 0 9l>!1l
TI(P2-PI)
TI T2
Table I

STOCHASTIC ORDERING FOR FPTS
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Interchanging the role of the variables Xl and X 2 one immediately
verifies that hypothesis of Theorem 2 are fulfilled in the cases considered
in Table II.
\:Ix
rz 2: rl pz 2: Pl;PI < 0 91.>!ll
r? r
x 2: ql - qz;;
pz 2: PI; PI < 0 91.<!ll
T x, Tx , {
r? - T

~

x <
< 0 9£>!ll
r2 rl

pz :::; PI;PI

(rlq2 q1T2)
r2(PI-P2)

Table II
The cases considered in the second lines of Tables I and II request
to move the reflecting boundary from 0 to q2 - ql~ and ql - qZ~
respectively while the cases considered in the third lines correspond to
absorbing boundaries that respect the constrains on x. Furthermore it
seems interesting to remark the dependence of the FPTs order from
the ratios !li.
Ti
Furthermore if PI = P2 and !ll
= 91.
from Corollary 2 we have:
T1
r2

(4.4)

T X1

(r;~ Ir~:o

)

= T x2 (S Ixo).

In Fig. 1 we compare FPT distribution of a Feller process Xl originated in Xo = 1 through S = 2 and characterized by p = -1, q = 1, r =
1 with the analogous for Feller processes, that corresponds to X 2 in
Theorem 2, determined by different choices of parameters.
Feller FPT distribution
S=2;xO=1

1,0,------======::======1
0,8
0,6

0,4
0,2
2

From the top to the
q= 0.7
q=l
q = 0.8
q= 0.4

P = -0.2
FIGURE 1. P= -1
P = -1.2
P = -0.8

8

4

bottom
r =0.8
r=l
r = 0.8

r

= 0.8

The last two choices for the parameters are examples for the first
and third line of Table I and we from Fig. 1 we see that T X1 <st T x2 •
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vVhen ,\ve compare the FPT of a Feller process with 1) = -0.2, q =
0.7, r = 0.8, considered as process Xl, with the FPTs of the other
processes of Fig. 1, we cannot establish an order relation between TXt
and T X2 by means of Theorems 2 or 3. Indeed the parameters values
verify conditions of the third line of Table II but the boundary and the
initial value do not verify x <
(rl~-qLr».
However in this case.. from
r2· I-P2
Fig. 1, we see that T X2 ~st TXt.
Example 2. Let us now compare FPTs of a Feller process (4.1)
with the analogous FPT of an Ornstein-DIllenbeck process, having infinitesimal moments:

(4.5)
These two models are used in the literature to model the membrane
potential behavior and the neuron spike activity and in order to chose
the most appropriate it is useful have the possibility to compare their
features (d. [13]).
Let the two processes be originated in Xo and consider a boundary
S. Here the two diffusion intervals do not coincide since the OrnsteinDhlenbeck is defined on (-00, +(0), however one could wish to compare
the FPTs of the two processes and this can be done if Xo and S are
positive but some new difficulty can arise when we make use of theorems
2 and 3.
To deal with this comparison we first make use of Theorem 2 pinpointing difficulties that limit its application, then making use of Theorem 3,we establish order relationships between the FPTs of the two
processes for certain choices of parameters values.
Let

if¥:

(4.6)

(J

(4.7)

x.

2X
r

-

two transformations on the processes Xl and X 2 respectively.
The processes Xl and X 2 are transformed via (4.6) and (4.7) into
the processes YI and Y2 characterized by infinitesimal variance

(4.8)
and drifts

(4.9)

J-L}"t

(4.10)

J-LYi (y)

P

q
y r

(J2

1
2

-y+ -(- --)

(y)
-

2
{3y.

STOCHASTIC ORDERING FOR FPTS
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Note that (3.22) holds for
0'2

(4.11)

x>- 2r'

hence, in order to make use of Theorem 2, we can consider the two new
processes X~ and X~ obtained from Xl and X 2 introducing a reflecting
boundary in x = ~; . However this bOlUldary cannot be moved to
obtain relations about original processes. Alternatively "ve can use
Theorem 3 \vhose h~ypothesis (3.29) are verified for transformations
(4.6) and (4.7) if Xo ~ ~:. The hypothesis of the Theorem are verified in
each of the following instances if a reflecting boundary in 0 is introduced
for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and f3 < 0:
q
1
a. -

> -'

b. ~
r

> 2'

f3>E2

if x < -

1

f3<E

if

r

(4.12)

q

c. r

2'

1

< 2'

2

rift
2

2

.!.-.-2.
f3-~

X>_2L-!..
r~
2

~-,B

in these cases we conclude:

Txt(Slxo) ~ Tx,(Slxo)
2

(4.13)

\\There X~ is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with reflecting boundary in the origin. Making use of Lemma 3 we can now remove the
reflecting boundary and obtain, when (??) are verified:

(4.14)

TXt (S Ixo)

~

T x2 (S Ixo).

In Fig. 2 two examples illustrate (4.14) when the usual stochastic order
is considered.The second and the forth shapes correspond to a case were
(4.14) holds since condition b in (4.12) is verified. Indeed for the Feller
process (shape on the top) we have:

(4.15)

p = -3 q = 1 r

= 1 S = 0.5 Xo = 0.25

while for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (second shape from the
bottom) we have:

(4.16)

f3

= -1 0'2 = 0.5 S = 0.5 Xo = 0.25.

The first and third shapes illustrate a case were (4.14) holds since
condition a in (4.12) is verified.
Indeed in these case we have:
(4.17)

p = -1 q = 1 r

= 1 S = 2 Xo = 1
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Feller and Omstein-Uhlenbeck FPT distributions
1,0 r---------=====---~
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0,0 ........,,'-------------------1
0,0
0,4
0,8
1,2
1,6

FIGURE

2. The parameter values are specified in the text

for the Feller process (second shape from the top) and

f3 = -1

(4.18)

= 2 S = 2 XQ = 1

(J2

for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (first shape from the bottom).
Let us now interchange the roles of Xl and X 2 considering the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as process Xl and the Feller process as
process X 2 in Theorem 3. Now (3.29) holds for
(J2

(4.19)

S

<- 2r'

The hypothesis (3.21a) of the Theorem 3 are verified in each of the
following instances if a reflecting boundary in 0 is introduced for the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:
q

< -'
2'

b. ~

>

-'

1
2'

f3>1.!-2

if x

c. ~
r

<

-'

1
2'

,B<'e
-2

if

r

(4.20)

1

a. -

r

rifH

>-

'e _
2

in these cases we conclude:
(4.22)

(J2

y2

- 2

(~_ ~) < 0
r

2

.L.-..1.
,B-~

L-.r..
r~

X<_2

while (3.21b) is verified if
(4.21)

2

- 2

-

~-,B
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Feller and Omstein-Uhlenbeck FPTs
1,0
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,21
0'°0

4

2

6

8

3. Form the top to the bottom, for the choices
of the parameters discussed in the text: OrnsteinDhlenbeck and Feller

FIGURE

\\There X~ is the Ornstein-Dhlenbeck process with reflecting boundary in the origin. Note that in this case we cannot use Lemma 3 to
remove the reflecting boundary. However in some instances the order
relationship holds for the process X 2 , at least in usual stochastic order,even if we cannot prove it by means of the proved theorems. An
example of this type is illustrated in Fig. 3 where we compare FPTs
distribution of a Feller process of parameters:
(4.23)

p

=

-1 q = 0.2 r

= 0.5 S = 2 Xo = 1

\vith the FPTs distribution of an Ornstein-Dhlenbeck process on
(-00, (0) of parameters:
(4.24)

,B = -0.5

0-

2

= 2S

= 2 Xo = 1.

These choices for the processes parameters correspond to case a of
(4.20), and the order relation (4.22) holds for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process constrained by a reflecting boundary in O. However, as shown in
Fig. 3, the order relation is true even for the process without reflecting
boundary.
We explicitly note that the instances analyzed via theorem 2 and
3 do not cover all possible ranges of values for the parameters. For
different choices it can happen that FPT process results greater than
the analogous for the other. In particular this becomes true if we
consider the less strict condition of ordering in distribution in spite of
the almost sure ordering considered in the theorems. Unfortunately it is
not yet clear which conditions imply this weaker order. However when
stochastic order is concerned one can make use of numerical methods to
check possible ordering, extending then the results to other parameters
choices by means of comparison theorems 3 and 4.
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